Chapter: 3307
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“What’s wrong?”
“Just to remind you, Weibo is finished, you can go and have a look.”
Today’s Qiwei is so easygoing that Yang Ning is afraid. The person
who used to sit here and threaten him is now so calm.
This may be another realm of life reached after experiencing life and
death.
Putting away the thoughts in his heart, Yang Ning quickly said hello,
quickly motioned Xiaodong to turn on the computer, and hung up
Qiwei’s phone.
“Look at Weibo.”
Yang Ning’s mood was a little impatient, she couldn’t wait to see how
Qi Wei sent it.
Understanding Yang Ning’s mood, Xiaodong quickly opened the
webpage and found Qiwei on Weibo. Both of them focused their
attention on the screen.
[I’m in a good mood today, so I picked a popular question that netizens
have been asking me to answer recently. Regarding the sexual
orientation of a male star surnamed L, first of all, it is absolutely
impossible for him to like a man. With his financial resources, even if
he likes a man, he will not Be willing to be raised, this logic line is
wrong. Besides, the male star surnamed L was born as an amateur, and
became popular immediately after his debut. His resources have always
been top-notch, and it is not in line with the statement that he was
escorted by the gold master all the way. This incident itself is a
contradiction within Tianhua. The male star surnamed L is too
stubborn to offend the leaders. Everyone who eats melons should
choose the right melons to eat, and don’t become a knife in the hands
of those who have a heart. 】
After reading Qiwei’s Weibo, Yang Ning secretly applauded. Although
the entire long article was to help Yang Qingfeng to exonerate, it did
not explicitly say it, but only rationally analyzed it. In the end, only a
little truth was revealed, and it was not too much to offend anyone.
As for whether netizens who eat melon believe it or not, it doesn’t
matter anymore. This is just a precursor to whitewashing. Later, she
and Yang Qingfeng will co-star in variety shows. At that time,
everything will naturally be resolved.
“Yang Ning, what are you thinking about absent-mindedly, go on and
watch, Yang Yue’s is below.”
Xiaodong glanced back at Yang Ning and found that she looked
confused, so he quickly pulled her sleeve and pointed to the bottom of
the screen.
After returning to his senses, Yang Ning blinked, nodded, and looked
in the direction Xiaodong pointed.
[Everyone must be very busy on Saturday. Let me tell you a trivial
matter. In the recent popular variety show, there is a female star with
the surname L. Because she was eliminated early, she forced the
director to reshoot for her, and arbitrarily decided who to eliminate.
This woman is domineering in the circle, and has the momentum of
today’s first sister Shengtian. 】
After reading Qiwei’s analysis of Yang Yue, Yang Ning nodded with
satisfaction. Now Sheng Tian’s first sister is Tang Qian. This last
sentence will definitely provoke a dispute between Tang Qian and Yang
Yue.
In the important part, Qiwei did not say it mildly. It seems that the
ratings of this issue of “Let’s Run, Star” are definitely not low.
“Look at the comments.”
Yang Ning couldn’t wait to see how netizens commented on these two
things. Xiaodong clicked on the two comments on Weibo and slowly
read them.
[L surnamed male star Yang Qingfeng, L surnamed female star Yang
Yue or Yang Ning, from the point of view of airborne, it should be
Yang Yue, please praise me for my wit! 】
[The incident of Yang Qingfeng was very strange at first. As Tianhua’s
top artist, he didn’t even have a PR when something went wrong. It
must be that the agency wanted to hide him. 】
[Yang Yue is acting as a demon again. I saw her playing the director
when she was filming an advertisement in our school! Her stubborn
fans even cleaned her up! 】
Reading the comments page by page, Yang Ning’s heart became more
and more comfortable. That’s right, this is what she wanted. These
melon eaters are the easiest objects to be controlled. As long as they
can bring the rhythm, That rod scale in everyone’s mind shifts a little
bit.
“Wow, Yang Ning, you said, is Yang Yue going to be scolded to death
this time?” Xiaodong looked at the densely packed below revealing his
domineering knowledge after encountering Yang Yue, and mourned
for her for a second in his heart.
Yang Ning sneered: “This is still when the show is not on air, waiting
for the show to be broadcast, Yang Yue will not be able to escape the
attack of public opinion this time, even if Zheng Tao wants to package
her as a pure fairy, It doesn’t help, after all, fairies don’t behave like
shrews.”

